
                         RESPONDERS PROMOTION PATH

Rank Points                         Promoted Rank

Cadet 0-150                         Pvt. Volounteer

PROMOTION REWARD: 500 rounds ammunition of choice / 500 caps

Rank Points             Promoted Rank

Private (Pvt) Volunteer 0-250   Seargeant (Sgt) Responder

PROMOTION REWARD: (1) Star Weapon /Aid Items / Badge /500 caps

Rank Points             Promoted Rank

Seargeant (Sgt) Responder 0-500    Lieutenant Responder 

PROMOTION REWARD: (2) star legendary armor, Ammo, Aid items, badge 1500caps

Responder Pomotion Points
All Responders have had to earn their rank within the FalloutFive0. This chart will create a clear path in gaining promotion 
points. These points will earn you rank within the organization but not necessarily position. As a military organization, there are 
limited slots for each position. As these positions become available due to need, the member who best qualifies will be given
priority. This mean that those who take on a more active role will gain more rewards and reputation.

Earning points is easy! Each week there will be a series of Acquisition Events placed in the community event calendar. In 
order to earn promotion points you must sign up, participate in, and hand in required acquisitions to qualify for Legendary 
Community Events which take place on weekends. Weekly Acquisition Events typically will earn you 5 promotion points daily 
and may be subject to special events where points may be higher. Legendary Community Events typically reward 25 points 
but may be more but never less.

YOU MAY ONLY RUN ONE Acquisition Event daily but if there are more than one type offered, you may run each daily. You 
will find the promotion points given in the event summaries when signing up.

Promotion point ladder is reset to zero after you are promoted to the next rank. Points are not earned retroactively. All points
must be earned for Responder activities, NOT personal game play. Activities require sign up through events held in our 
EVENTS CALENDAR.



                    FIREBREATHERS PROMOTION PATH

Rank Points Promoted Rank

Corporal (Cpl) Firebreather 0-250 Seargeant (Sgt) Firebreather

PROMOTION REWARD: Aid Items, 3 star weapon, badge, 1000 caps

Rank Points Promoted Rank

Seargeant (Sgt) Firebreather 0-500 Lieutenant (Lt) Firebreather

PROMOTION REWARD: Aid Items, 3 star Armor, badge, 1000 caps

                       RECON UNIT PROMOTION PATH

Rank Points Promoted Rank

Corporal (Cpl) Firebreather 0-250 Seargeant (Sgt) Firebreather

PROMOTION REWARD: Aid Items, 3 star weapon, badge, 1000 caps

Rank Points Promoted Rank

Seargeant (Sgt) Firebreather 0-500 Lieutenant (Lt) Firebreather

PROMOTION REWARD: Aid Items, 3 star Armor, badge, 1000 caps

NOTES:


